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ABSTRACT

Many buildings of the 1940s to the 1970s are decorated with monumental façade artworks.
These murals, mosaics, and integral sculptural reliefs sometimes gain in cultural value even if
the buildings on which they are installed do not. When a building that supports an artwork
is designated for demolition, artworks whose scale and installation never accounted for
future repositioning are endangered. Frequently, owners or developers are loath to consider
any option besides demolishing the artworks along with the building, due to cost, or a fear
that rescuing them will hold up construction. The result is great loss of iconic artworks. This
paper will demonstrate conservation methods for dismantling, removing, and relocating midtwentieth century modern architectural artworks. Case studies will include the relocation of a
monumental 1963 mosaic at Houston Methodist Hospital; dismantling a 1961 brick/concrete
block mural on a Miami, Florida facade; and the removal and relocation of a Millard Sheets
mural in Santa Monica, California. The authors will discuss strategic approaches used to help
clients understand that these endeavours are possible, as well as speciﬁc methodologies,
challenges, pitfalls, budgetary considerations, and best practices for achieving results.
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Introduction
Many post-WW2 twentieth-century buildings are decorated with monumental façade artworks. These murals,
mosaics, and sculptural reliefs display an exuberant modernist aesthetic that transformed otherwise modest
buildings into cultural landmarks. Often these buildings
are altered over time or slated for demolition. Typically,
this means that their façade artworks are also lost.
However, sometimes forward-thinking city oﬃcials and
owners, mindful that these artworks can be more signiﬁcant than the buildings on which they were installed,
have asked conservators to devise solutions for removing
the artworks and re-installing them in new locations.
Moving such monumental works is no easy task. The
procedures are always idiosyncratic, and few precedents exist within the conservation literature for guidance. Often the conservator has to work in
conjunction with engineers, art handlers, and general
contractors, and consider methods that reside outside
of conservation ethics, like cutting through original historic fabric. Strategic communication is also critical to
ensure that stakeholders and clients remain conﬁdent
of the outcome during what is frequently a protracted
timeline and complex series of steps.1
This paper will present three case studies where RLA
Conservation of Art + Architecture moved architectural
mosaics from buildings in Houston, Miami, and Los
Angeles, California. The three projects are diﬀerent in

every way except one: the eﬀorts required out-of-thebox solutions to save artworks that were never
designed to be moved from the places where they
were installed.

Bruce Hayes, Extending the Arms of Christ,
Houston, Texas, 1963
Background
Extending the Arms of Christ is a monumental 29 m x
5 m exterior mosaic made of vitreous and smalti
glass. Designed by artist Bruce Hayes, and built in
three sections in Florence, Italy, the work was installed
in 1963 over the main entrance to Houston Methodist
Hospital. A prominent feature of the city for decades,
by the mid-1990s the artwork was all but blocked
from public view by subsequent building campaigns
by the hospital, including the 1980s addition of a
porte cochère.
In conjunction with a 2014 expansion campaign, the
hospital’s board chairman raised the question of
moving the mosaic to a newly built indoor atrium
(Peyton 2018). RLA was contacted by AECOM/Hunt
Construction, the project’s general contractor and
asked, ‘Is this even possible?’. Though our conservators
had already undertaken several other mural relocations, including Helen Lundeberg’s petrachrome mas-
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terwork History of Transportation (Lowinger and Morse
2008) and earthquake-damaged murals in the Ste
Trinité Cathedral in Port-au-Prince, Haiti (Lowinger
and Dominguez 2011), the Houston project was a
much larger and more complex undertaking. Our past
experience nonetheless gave us conﬁdence that this
was possible.

The removal process
Work began with an exploratory phase to determine
how the mosaic was attached to the building.
Because construction plans no longer existed, several
bricks along one vertical edge of the mosaic were
removed to allow for inspection of the verso. The
good news was that the mosaic was supported on vertical metal square stock bars that were anchored to the

concrete structural wall. This meant that the mural was
capable of being detached without damage to the
building. Once the structure was understood, a
sample 30 cm x 30 cm panel was cut and reassembled
using salvaged tesserae to demonstrate that the panels
could be invisibly repaired. The test phase also served
as the basis for working out the complex budget that
this eﬀort would entail.
Ideally, we would have liked to remove the mural in
large 5 m x 6 m sections using a crane to minimize cuts
and subsequent repairs, but the mural’s location over
the entrance to the hospital’s emergency room prevented the use of a crane. Instead we were required
to work from the roof of the porte cochère using a
gantry to lower panels to the street level (Figure 1).
Engineers determined that 1.2 m x 1.2 m was the
maximum size panel that could be supported by the

Figure 1. Cutting the mosaic for Extending the Arms of Christ along pre-determined lines of the faced surface in its original exterior
location. Image: RLA Conservation
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gantry. RLA partnered with TyArt Art Handling to
custom-build a cradle for supporting the panels as
they were removed (Figure 2), then palletize the
panels and transport them to a storage facility where
they could be prepared for re-installation. A composite,
high-resolution digital image of the mosaic was created
to produce a ‘cut map’ with numbered sections to
facilitate re-installation. Cuts were strategically
mapped using existing design breaks between colors
and avoiding important design elements, such as
faces. The mosaic was cleaned with distilled water
and a solution of Orvus® WA Paste to facilitate adhesion
of a facing consisting of nylon construction mesh and
water-based, reversible Jade R® PVA emulsion
adhesive.
Removal began from right to left. Concurrent with
de-installation, we began to match the 50 or so tile
colors that we would need to re-install along the cut
lines. We also worked on re-installation ideas, a
matter complicated by the fact that the new support
for the panels had been designed before the owners
had decided upon re-locating the mosaic to the
atrium. The selected design did not include a solid
wall; therefore, a complex solution was developed
using ﬁreproof plywood and steel support beams
onto which the panels would be anchored. The conservators expressed concern over the use of plywood due
to ﬂex, swelling, or warping that could cause cracking
in the mosaic face, particularly if the building envelope
was breached during a hurricane or failure of the air
conditioning system. However, the engineers and
client decided to move forward with this method of
installation.2
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Installation
Once the mosaic panels were cleaned and prepared,
installation began from the bottom center, moving
outward. Working this way ensured that discrepancies
in spacing did not multiply from one side to the other
and throw oﬀ the overall composition. Individual
panels were lifted into position with a gantry, positioned to account for the kerf (width) of the blade
cut, tacked into place with screws, and shimmed
ﬂush with adjacent panels. Once placement was
conﬁrmed, structural epoxy was injected for added
support, per the engineer’s speciﬁcations. After the
panels were secured, those along the top edge were
welded to the structural beam via the attachment
ﬂange protruding from the top edge. Those along the
bottom were supported by a steel ‘shelf’ welded to
the lower structural beam just below the mural and
any voids packed with epoxy mortar. For the engineers,
the thought behind these modiﬁcations was that it
would provide extra support in case of any creep or
sagging along the plywood surfaces. Afterwards, old
sealants and rooﬁng adhesives were removed along
with the facing. RLA then excavated any damaged
tiles along the cut lines and installed new or salvaged
tiles in place, spanning the cuts to further help blend
their appearance. The ﬁnal step was grouting.

Lessons learned
Although we took great pains to try and plan for all
scenarios and potential complications, unforeseen
obstacles were inevitable in a project of this

Figure 2. Art handlers lowering panels for Extending the Arms of Christ with the cradle and gantry system. Image: RLA Conservation
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magnitude. In retrospect, we realized that the cut
pattern should have been staggered even more than
it was, in order to make it easier to repair the mural
invisibly. We also did not account for employee
fatigue as the project, which required working on
scaﬀolding wearing heavy harnesses, dragged on for
nearly two years. Another surprise event was Hurricane
Harvey, which required us to rapidly evacuate our staﬀ
and caused a three-week delay due to ﬂood waters and
lack of available housing in Houston. Yet, even with all
of the aforementioned complications, this massive
endeavor was successful for the client and the city,
and it allowed for the saving of an important local
architectural icon (Figure 3).

that of the primary hero of Cuba’s independence
from Spain, generally related the mural to Cuba.3
In 2016, the building was bought by a furniture manufacturer and plans were made to replace the façade
on which the mural was set with a glass wall. RLA’s
Miami oﬃce received an anxious phone call from one
of the building’s tenants requesting help in saving
the mural. Though there was no money to do this,
public opinion pressured the developer to save the
mural. The contractor who was hired to remove the
wall convinced them to fund the responsible removal
of the mural before demolition began.

Removal and challenges

Frank Williams, Jose Marti Building mural,
Miami, Florida, 1962
Background
Ediﬁcio Jose Marti is a 3-story building situated along a
busy entrance to Interstate 95 as it passes through
Little Havana in Miami, Florida. Though it is architecturally unimpressive, its west façade is the site of a colorful abstract tile mural much beloved in the city of
Miami (Figure 4). Artist Fran Williams built the work in
1962, using ordinary construction materials such as
bricks, hollow cinderblocks and roof tiles that she
painted to create a vibrant abstract work that many
consider to be either the map of Cuba or the Cuban
ﬂag. Though these interpretations were never
conﬁrmed by the artist, the building’s name, which is

The project was a race against the clock. The developer
wanted the mural down within a month. And they
oﬀered only to have their own laborers do it. Our
work, therefore, was to convince them that using
unskilled labor would only work with conservator
supervision. We performed a pro bono inspection that
conﬁrmed that the tiles were individually set into
mortar, which meant that they could be easily
removed by chipping oﬀ the soft mortar bed and
prying them out. Once approved for the project, we
prepared a detailed photographic map that recorded
the position of each element, then trained and supervised their laborers in the removal process. Each item
was numbered, wrapped, and packed into storage
crates by type of material. The result was unconventional, challenging at times, and less than ideal, given
that the mural remains in storage and to date no

Figure 3. Extending the Arms of Christ re-installed in the new atrium of Houston Methodist Hospital. Image: RLA Conservation
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Figure 4. Overview of Ediﬁcio Jose Marti façade, with mural by Fran Williams, 1962. Image: RLA Conservation

institution has agreed to re-install it. But at least it was
saved from the wrecking ball.

Millard Sheets, Pleasures Along the Beach,
Santa Monica, California, 1970

residents were angered by the designation reversal
(Meares 2019). As a result, the owner judiciously
made attempts to re-house the work within the City
of Santa Monica and ensure the most qualiﬁed team
was assembled to undertake the removal of the
artworks.

Background
Pleasures Along the Beach is a 12 m x 5 m Byzantine
glass mosaic designed by noted California artist
Millard Sheets for the facade of a building he also
designed for the Home Savings & Loan Association’s
Santa Monica, California branch. Sheets was a
leading ﬁgure of the nationally recognized California
Scene Painters and director for the federal Public
Works Art Program in Southern California during the
Great Depression. He later established his own
studio, collaborating on the design of over forty
Home Savings Bank branches between 1954 and
1975. These collaborations typically included a
mosaic referencing local history or interests. The
Santa Monica mosaic depicts people enjoying recreational pursuits along the coast, a reference to its
ocean setting (Craig 2020).
Though the building also includes other important
decorative elements, it is a small structure situated at
an angle on a prime piece of Santa Monica real
estate that was acquired in 2000 by a developer. The
owner spent over a decade challenging local landmark
designation of the building in order to demolish it.
Citing multiple Historic Resource reviews, the owner’s
attorneys lobbied to have the building’s landmark
status rescinded. The City of Santa Monica agreed,
with the caveat that the artworks, which included the
mosaic, a stained-glass mural, and two bronze sculptures, would be saved and re-located. Many local

Removal and challenges
In 2018, the authors of this paper were contacted about
the mosaic’s removal by the owner’s art advisor, Art
Asset Management Group.4 Our prior experience
made us conﬁdent about removal. Limited plans
were available, but because of the mosaic’s date, we
surmised that our methodology for the Houston
mosaic removal could be replicated.
As with the aforementioned projects, high-resolution documentation and up-close inspection were
the critical ﬁrst steps. From the ground we could see
a pronounced horizontal crack through the center of
the mosaic which appeared to correspond to a joint
at the interior mezzanine. Our up-close sounding
survey revealed multiple areas of delamination and
other cracks radiating along the length of the primary
horizontal crack. Some tesserae were coming loose in
these areas, therefore before any other work was
done, these were faced with nylon mesh and polyvinyl
acetate adhesive. The sounding survey also revealed
that the tone of reverberation changed as we moved
vertically from top to bottom; overall the lower half
of the mosaic sounded very dense and solid, except
in areas with delamination. The upper half, on the
other hand, sounded hollow and diﬀerent. This
suggested that the mural was not attached by the
same means along its height.
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Figure 5. Overview of labeled cut map for Pleasures at the Beach, Millard Sheets Design. Image: RLA Conservation

An initial borescope inspection was inconclusive.
Therefore, exploratory openings were made to ﬁgure
out what was the source of this diﬀerence in sound.
An opening at the top revealed that while there was
a metal stud wall behind the mosaic similar in construction to the wall in Houston, the bottom end appeared
to be attached to solid concrete. Further testing in the
middle of the mosaic conﬁrmed this: the lower 1.2–
1.5 m of the mosaic was directly mortared to the structural concrete of the building, whereas the top of the
mosaic was attached to 0.5–1 m of a single course
red brick wall. Between the top and bottom, the
mosaic was attached to the extruded metal lath tied
to the metal stud wall.
With three diﬀerent substrates to address, we
needed to reconsider our initial removal plan. Fortunately, we made contact with Brian Worley, a general
contractor and stained glass/mosaic artist who had
worked with the Sheets Studio in the late 1960s and
early 1970s and had participated in the assembly/fabrication of this mural. We teamed up for the project and,
using a methodology that Worley had employed
before to remove Sheets mosaics, cut the mosaic into
smaller pieces than we had initially thought appropriate, but that he said were optimal for handling. Large
cuts were made parallel to the mural from behind,
using a large wall-saw. Perpendicular cuts were then
made to the face to release individual panels. The
smaller panel size allowed for ease in mounting. Most
importantly, these small sections had already been
tested by Worley in diﬀerent mosaics, and future
repairs would be easily masked.
Worley drew out cut lines over the mesh surface
with wax pencil based upon the design lines (avoiding
faces and other prominent design features). The conservators supervised the cuts and our high-resolution
image was used to create a cut map in real time
based on Worley’s markings (Figure 5). A major
obstacle included working while the building was still

occupied by the retail tenant and maintaining full
access to the store during business hours. We accomplished this through signage, press releases, covered
walkways beneath the work area, and by ensuring
that the site was kept as clean and dust-free as
possible.

Next steps
Though the mosaic will not remain in Santa Monica, it
has been accepted for installation at the Hilbert
Museum of California Art at Chapman University in
Orange, CA, a museum founded in 2016 to serve as a
repository of twentieth-century images in varied
media by California artists (Hilbert Museum 2016).
The work will be re-installed on a visible exterior wall
facing a train station platform. Because of the highly
controversial and sensitive nature of this project,
throughout the de-installation process, our team and
Art Asset Management Group kept the community
informed. Transparency and the owner’s eﬀorts to relocate the artwork in southern California have helped
mitigate the sadness felt by the public surrounding
the removal. Given that the site was absolutely going
to be changed and developed, this was the best-case
scenario for the artwork.

Conclusion
Removing a monumental architectural artwork is
always a major undertaking that presents unforeseen
challenges. The key to success is scrupulous documentation, adequate planning and inspection, and adaptability when problems arise onsite. Lastly, public
education and transparent communication with
owners and stakeholders is vital to insuring a future
for these iconic and place-making monumental integrated works of art.

LOGISTICAL CHALLENGES IN THE RELOCATION OF MONUMENTAL MODERN ARCHITECTURAL ARTWORKS

Notes
1. The relocation of the painted mural Portrait of Mexico
Today by David Alfaro Siqueiros, from the Paciﬁc Palisades neighborhood of Los Angeles, CA to Santa
Barbara, CA in 2001 is one of a few excellent and
earlier examples of the conﬂuence of all of the trades
and stakeholders required to successfully move an
artwork of such importance, potential fragility, and relatively large scale (Santa Barbara Museum of Art 2012).
2. Anchoring the panels required the addition of vertical
channels with ﬂanges that extend up from the top of
each panel. The channels were leveled along the backs
of each panel at a uniform height and anchored with structural epoxy mortar, threaded 316 stainless steel bolts, and
structural epoxy. The ﬂanges enabled the panels to be
screwed directly into the plywood wall as well as adjusted
and shimmed to be level with adjacent panels.
3. Many individuals say that the artwork represents the
Bay of Pigs region of Cuba (Keane 2016).
4. Because the building remains occupied by a retail
store, the stained glass mural, which must be accessed
from the interior, will not be removed until the lease is
up. The bronzes were removed by the conservators
and an art handler.
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